Oracle CPQ Cloud
and Oracle E-Business
Suite Integration

The seamless integration between Oracle CPQ Cloud and E-Business Suite
(EBS) enables organizations to deploy a highly flexible end-to-end solution that
streamlines the quote-to-cash process for higher margin selling, heightened
customer experience, and an accelerated selling experience.

CPQ is Built for the Buying Journey
Finding a CPQ solution that fits your organization’s needs while scaling with your company as it rolls out new products and
services can be a challenge. Finding a CPQ and an ERP solution that work together seamlessly poses an even bigger challenge.
Oracle CPQ Cloud and EBS are seamlessly integrated to give your users a flawless solution that is purpose built for the buyers
journey. The benefits of using CPQ Cloud with EBS includes:
• Guided Selling
Capabilities
• Heightened
Customer
Experience (CX)
• Single Source
Solution

• Future Scaling
• Allow majority of orders to be
entered without the aid of
engineering
• Subscription and Renewal
Capabilities
• BOM Generation
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While EBS is designed to support a downstream
fulfillment process, Oracle CPQ Cloud is built to support
and manage the sales experience across multiple
channels.
Oracle CPQ Cloud gives you the ability to:
• Re-use product and pricing logic to serve internal,
partner, and self-service use cases
• Enable your channel partners to generate branded
proposals, and enjoy distinct UI experiences
• Grow your channel while allowing your business
partners to manage their own users

No matter how complex your pricing and products
may be, by automating these processes, you ensure
100 percent accurate quotes and proposals, from
any device, anywhere.
More than 275 organizations across a wide range of
industries rely on the flexibility and scalability of
Oracle CPQ Cloud to streamline their sales
processes.
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Oracle CPQ Cloud Delivers Results
Customers around the world have
experienced:
• 10x increase in quotes per month
• 3-7 day processes reduced to less than 30 minutes
• 117 percent revenue growth
• 1.5 percent margin increase
• 100 percent accurate quotes
• Quote-to-cash time decrease from weeks to days
• Proposal production time decrease from days to
seconds
• 0 percent error rate (down from average of 70
percent)
• 400 percent increase in sales (with only 50 percent
average increase in support)
• 93 percent reduction in order processing time
• 3 percent increase in market share within the first
year

An End-to-EndIntegratedSolution
The integration of Oracle CPQ Cloud and Oracle EBS enables companies to utilize one set of master product data
between applications and automatically transfer data between systems, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Header-level
Quote totals and meta data
Product line items
Opportunity values
Contact data

Oracle CPQ Cloud and Oracle EBS provide one solution for the entire inquiry-to-order process, reducing duplicate data,
generating more accurate sales reporting, and allowing customers to easily submit orders online, convert quotes to orders,
and approve orders via customized workflows. To complement its best-of-breed functionality, Oracle CPQ Cloud’s robust
support system ensures the success of your integration with follow-the-sun customer support, training and educational
resources, success advisors, and events focused on driving customer success.
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SuccessfulIntegrationCustomerPraise

“

The leading edge of configure-price-quote applications! I’ve been immensely impressed with how BigMachines
[Oracle CPQ Cloud] simplifies the complex and makes it easier for us to do business. This intuitive technology
allows us to create compelling quote packages for our customers quickly and accurately.”
SYMANTEC
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Bill of Material (BOM) Mapping
The BOM Mapping feature standardizes and productizes work that was previously performed manually in implementation. It
provides a mechanism that allows administrators to import multilevel BOM product structures into purpose-built CPQ Cloud data
tables, eliminating duplication of data to allow for two-way communication. It also enables admins an easy way to map the guided
selling attributes to these BOM structures. As of Oracle CPQ Cloud’s 2016 R1 release, extensible libraries not only translate user
input to the engineering BOM that will be sent to the fulfillment system upon order, but also represents the appropriate level of
detail to the customer on the proposal output. This data-driven solution significantly reduces the amount of time needed to set-up
and maintain integrations of BOM structures with ERP systems.
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OracleCPQCloudDrives Value
Eliminate redundant
data re-entry into
multiple
systems

Streamline
multiple handoffs for approval
with automated
workflow

Decrease
customer
response
time

Minimize
manual, time
intensive proposal
generation

Reduce
error-prone
quotes

Capture missed
cross-selling
& up-selling
opportunities

Track quote success
rate, improve
forecasts & sales
reporting

Maintain
consistent quote
& proposal
formats
Automated
update of CRM
system with
quote & order
information

Eliminate manual,
inconsistent
product or service
configurations
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Oracle CPQ Cloud & Oracle E-Business Suite Integration Success

The Challenge

14

With more than 300 products and over a million
pricing points, Symantec experienced difficulties
synchronizing their products from ERP systems.

languages

million

quotes per
month

million price
points

28
currencies

The Solution
Upon implementation, an automated process
for uploading products from ERP systems into
Oracle CPQ Cloud was developed.
Implementation resulted in a 25 percent
reduction in time-to-quote and a 65 percent
reduction in iterative quote generation time.
There was a 200 percent increase in adoption
and a 20 percent reduction in other holds. This
enabled Symantec to deploy globally, 28
currencies and 14 languages, resulting in over
9,000 quotes per month with over 40 million
price points.
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65%
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generation time

25%
reduction in
time-to-quote

“

Oracle CPQ Cloud (formerly BigMachines) was able to deploy a scalable solution in less than a year,
replacing a legacy CPQ solution that took four years to develop. The positive impact in our time-toquote and adoption has been very meaningful.”
SYMANTEC
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